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Economic Outlook
The Bear is Probably Dead!
No one can know with certainty if the worst bear market
panies shifted to more conservative accounting practices.
that we have seen in seventy years is finished. HowThese changes will create more financial transparency
ever, there are many reasons to be optimistic. It is very
and should decrease the risk of future accounting “surunlikely that the stock market in the world’s preeminent
prises.”
economy will decline for four straight years (especially
following one of the mildest recessions in fifty years).
In prior newsletters, I have repeatedly mentioned the imThe last time the stock market declined four years in a
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out market declines –
market. Interestingly, many of these sources of fear could
even when they occur three years in a row. The best
turn into positive situations or simply dissipate in time.
time to invest is when you have excess long-term-oriFor example, the impending conflict with Iraq will most
ented funds to do so. It is the length of time you are
likely be resolved soon. One of the more probable outinvested in the market that has historically made the largcomes would be a quick military victory resulting in a
est contribution to returns. Anytime you redeem assets
more stable Persian Gulf region. If this were to occur,
while the market is declining, you risk missing the upoil prices would likely settle back to $18 - $23 per barrel.
ward trends that often follow these periods.
The price of oil is always an extremely important factor
affecting the health of the economy. I believe that once
As we have stated many times before, no one can sucthe price drops, the stock market will have a renewed
cessfully “time the market.” The best course of action
confidence to move forward.
in both bull and bear markets is to maintain a long-term,
buy-and-hold investment strategy. We still firmly believe
Another example of a negative situation that may have
the long-term outlook for the U.S. economy is very strong.
positive effects going forward lies in the aftermath of the
In conclusion, it is my opinion that the bear market is
corporate accounting scandals. During 2002, many comfinally over.
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